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Research interests
The aim of my research is to understand biotic systems as dynamic information processing systems
at many interconnected levels. In the seventies we identified the study of informatic processes in
biotic systems as an open and promising research area for which we coined the term Bioinformatics1 .
Bioinformatics in this broad sense provides us with a unified framework for a research area for which
a variety of names have now become fashionable, which includes, apart from bioinformatics ss (i.e.
data-analysis of e.g. genomic data), the dynamic modeling approaches referred to as “systems
biology”, “computational life sciences”, “computational biology”, and which partially overlaps with
“complex systems research” and “Artificial Life”.
Realizing that the main challenge in modeling biotic systems is choosing interesting simplifying assumptions which do not ’beg the question’ relative to the complexity of the biotic systems studied,
we pioneered the use of novel computational modeling frameworks to study fundamental biological
questions. Currently the focus is on evolutionary and developmental processes at multiple space
and time scales, including the interplay between regulatory and evolutionary adaptation, information accumulation in prebiotic evolution morphogenesis at the inter-phase between regulatory and
mechanic processes ecosystem embedded learning processes.
Below, I summarize my main contributions to computational methods and to bioinformatic theory
in chronological order. The numbers refer to publications in the list of selected publications listed
below.
A full list of publications is available at my website (http://bioinformatics.bio.uu.nl/ph/publications).
Computational methods
• Introduction of individual based modeling strategies to study animal behavior. This modeling
strategy has led to insight in the explanatory power of “opportunity based” rather than “optimality based” description for behavior. Moreover it provides a substrate for studying evolution
and learning. Our methodology of individual based modeling helped define the research under
the heading “artificial life’ - and is now generally known as agent based modeling.(cf. 38-40,42,4547;34,36,30,14)

• When in the beginning of the 80th the first sequence data became publicly available, we developed
some data-analyzing methods which have proven their lasting usefulness. We introduced an
algorithm for tree based multiple sequence alignment; This approach is now standard practice.
for global multiple sequence alignment. Iterative methods were introduced at that time as well
and are gaining more and more support. We also pioneered studies in RNA secondary structures
and proposed the so-called mountain range representation of RNA secondary structure which is
now incorporated in standard folding packages. (cf. 43-44,41,35,50)
• Introduction of individual based cellular automata as useful tools to study spatial ecological
processes. The spatial patterns emerging due to local interactions between individuals were
shown not only to be crucial for coexistence of species but also provide a rich substrate for
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evolution. The combination of CA and evolutionary algorithms has been shown to be important
in studying biological evolution, and has provided new methods for evolutionary optimization.(cf.
37,32-33,29,25,20,6)

• As a framework for multilevel modeling of developmental processes in which we can combine
informatic regulatory processes with mechanical interactions we extended the 2-scale CA model
of Glazier and Graner to incorporate chemotaxis, cell growth and cell death, cell polarity, and
internal molecular dynamics. In this way a powerful modeling framework is created for studying
morphogenesis.(cf. 27,21-23,17-19,9)
• Evolution based modeling methodology to (1) deal with the parameter uncertainty inherent in
large scale biological models(cf. 10,3) (2) uncover “generic non-generic phenomena” and therewith
to tackle complex to complex mapping in biotic systems.24)
Bioinformatic theory
• self-organization in socioinformatic processes
Damped positive feedback on dominance (also called winner-looser effect) together with opportunity(rather than optimality) based behavior as an explanation of social interactions in animal
groups and its automatic adaptation to environmental changes. We demonstrated this in models
of bumblebee colonies as well as abstract entities. This insight has later been used for explaining
other e.g. primate social structures, and is now being applied to study social learning and the
development of animal cultures. (cf. 45-46,30,14,9)
• eco-evolutionary processes in space
We were the first to demonstrate the profound influence of local interaction in space on ecological
and evolutionary phenomena. When we first published these results they were hailed by Robert
May in Nature as “growth area” - and this has indeed been the case. We have shown:
- Ecological interactions (predation,parasitism,competition and mutualism) give rise to spatial
pattern formation. Spatial pattern formation (SPF)enslaves the dynamics of the replicators.
- SPF leads to stable coexistence in many cases where extinction is wrongly predicted with
classical models (cf. 32-33, 16)
- SPF leads to multilevel selection and therewith to counter intuitive selection pressures, e.g.
positive selection for decay
- In particular, due to SPF, ecological and evolutionary timescales interlock - refuting the long
held requirement of immediate benefits.(cf. 25-26, 15)
- Multiple level selection and interlocking timescales appear to be requisites for the evolution
of ’complex’ versatile organisms which adapt to the environment through physiological rather
than evolutionary changes 6,20)
• nonlinear genotype-phenotype mapping
This is an other important inroad to understand the evolution of the complexity of biotic systems.
- RNA folding. We took the RNA sequence to secondary structure mapping as paradigm as
this is the only model for genotype-phenotype mapping which is explicitly computable. Our
(and related) research has uncovered to importance of neutral path in adaptive evolution, the
feasibility of multiple coding and the evolution toward robustness.(cf. 31,28,29,5,13)
- Regulatory networks and the interplay between regulatory and evolutionary adaptation. (cf.
7,10)

• Morphogenesis at the interface between dynamic and informatic processes
Although it is a truism to say that organisms are physical dynamical systems which have evolved,
they are rarely studied as such. The modeling methodology we developed as extension for Glazier
Graner (CPM) model gives us a versatile way to do so. Using it we have demonstrated:
- the dynamic unfolding of the life-cycle of Dictyostelium discoideum through interaction of cell
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signaling, chemotaxis and differential adhesion with a role of cell differentiation only during
culmination.(cf. 27,23,19,17)
- the generic nature of a number of morphogenetic mechanisms like mistimes, convergence
extension, engulfing, by the interaction of of cell adhesion and cell differentiation.(cf. 21-22)
- mosaic evolution and mutational priming of morphological features. (cf. 18)
Current research continues on eco-evolutionary dynamics and morphogenesis and newly focuses on
“adaptive genomics” in which we combine pattern analysis of genomic data and dynamic (multi-level
modeling) bioinformatic approaches to study the interface between gene regulation and evolution
in uni- and multicellular organisms. Our experience with both static and dynamic bioinformatics
is rather unique and gives exciting opportunities to convert the flood of genomic data into theory.
Recent (2006-2007) results and current work include the demonstration of evolution of evolvability
(mutational priming), both at the level of genome organization due to transposon dynamics and
at the level of regulatory networks(cf. 7,in press), the identification of some regulatory network features as a side-effect of the mutational processes(cf. 12) and the intriguing observation that at the
onset of the major prokaryotic lineages large changes the ratio between the number of transcription
factors and genome size occurred and then remained essential fixed within that lineage.(cf. 8) We
have demonstrated complexification in the RNA world due to interactions between RNA secondary
structure formation and spatial pattern formation (cf 4,(in press)), and we have shown that an evolutionary perspective is very help full to validate large scale system biology models.(cf. 10,3,in press)
Moreover, we have developed, and experimentally verified, a detailed model of root development
spanning various orders of magnitude in space and timescales: am auxin capacitor governes root
growth from seconds to weeks.(cf. 1)
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